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Sign Ups Are Closed for This Year.

Attention Heromorphers!
It is that time of year again to bring out the scariest, most frightful images created by Heromorph
artists. Sign ups are now under way. You have until 09/18/2012 to put your name in the boiling pot.
There you shall simmer with others brave or fool enough to endeavor this feat not for the faint of
heart. 
 
You just need to submit your name and listing your medium is optional. For Example:
Dark_Wanderer: 3D Rendering

Do Not submit E-Mail Address. They have been removed to protect you from Spam.

You do not have to be limited to just one Medium. Fell free to sign up for all of them. Drawing, Photo
Manipulation, 3D Rendering.

On 09/19/2012 your name will be paired randomly with someone and you will be notified of who your
partner is and how to contact them. It will be the responsibility of teammates to communicate with
one another for completion of the image, which can be anything conjured between the team as long
as it is Halloween based. 

Each Team will have until 11:59 EST 10/30/2012 to submit their image. Details on who to send
the final image to will be detailed in the pairing stage. If you are unable to meet the deadline for what
ever reason, contact one of the Moderators and a stand in will be provided to help. Please make the
notification at a minimum of 2 weeks before the deadline if possible, as this will allow us enough time
to get some one in the preferred medium.

What is in it for Me? You ask?  The Winning team will be given Gold Membership to the Site. What
does this mean for you? Access to more of the site and galleries offered only to gold members.
There is a Catch however. You must finish as a TEAM. If one person drops out from the team,and a
stand in called in,  they will not be eligible for the Prize. Only the remaining team member would be
granted the prize.

HAPPY HALLOWEEN!

*Edit* Slight Update.

Finally, the time has arrived! 
Let the HM Halloween Team Contest begin!!

The teams are as follows:
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Thayne, B
ReddEra, DarqueImages
Pijon, OCP
Hisstoryman, Tartanninja
Starchild, Magnusch
Cmeza, Tazman
Sydneykeys, Khastagir
Darknight DK, Daswook
Machobubba, Dark Wanderer

You should already have received (or be receiving shortly) a notice in your inbox explaining that it is
your responsibility to contact and co-ordinate with your team-mate how to produce and submit your
image by the deadline (10/30). If you haven't heard back from your teammate by 9/25 (one week in),
please contact me or one of the other mods via PM and we'll try to set you up with another team or
teammate.
Your team will have until 11:59 EST 10/30/2012 to submit their image to Heromorph@yahoo.com
All of your holiday lunacy will be posted in the HM Gallery on Halloween (10/31). 
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